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Abstract. Automated web service discovery is one of the major challenges among recent research works.
Bringing uncertainty to the process of web service discovery is also an important concern since deterministic
discovery methods are sometimes too restrictive. In this paper we propose a method for web service query
processing which gives discovery responses in a non-deterministic manner. We also propose a framework
for handling uncertain responses which modifies the query in a way that discovering fully matching web
services becomes possible. Result of applying the proposed method on a typical example shows more
efficient discovery procedure.
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1. Introduction
Automated web service discovery is one of the major challenges among recent research works, due to
increasing number of web services available on any service domain and especially the Internet [5, 6, 7, 8].
Besides, web service discovery can be the prerequisite step through the automated web service composition
which in turn has attracted remarkable attention during recent years of research on web services and
semantic web [11, 12, 13, 14]. Composing isolated web services and creating more complex services,
enables more complex processing tasks as a result.
In geo-web services area, which is the specific domain that this research we will focus on, catalogue
services are the UDDI repositories which service consumers query for their intended web services based on
keyword string matching search mechanisms [16]. To overcome the weaknesses of this simple search
scheme, variety of methods have been proposed. In some works, NLP techniques have been used to improve
search results so that they would be semantically more relevant to the submitted query [11]. A few research
activities have been focused on the interdependence of web service discovery and composition [14]. They do
not address these two problems separately and try to solve them as a whole. In some other works, ontologies
have been used to enhance query results more effectively [2, 3, 7, 8].
The uncertainty problem is one of challenges that very much impacts the process of web service
discovery [4]. There are research works that have inspected uncertainty in web services and their discovery
process. What these works have mostly addressed, is the uncertainty in the inputs of service discovery and
not the output [9, 10]. They mostly address the ontology description and representation formalisms. In this
research our aim is to investigate uncertainty problem from the query result generation point of view.
We propose an ontology based method for web service discovery which has been augmented by a nondeterministic query result generation mechanism. In our approach, web service search requests are responded
in a non-deterministic fashion and any result does not imply a fully matching web service. Returned web
services either fully or partially satisfy desired criteria which were intended in the query. This gives the
service discovery an advantage to retrieve services which are approximately but not totally acceptable. If the
requester did not receive total matching results, it may reach its intended result with some modification to the
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submitted query. Few research works have also focused on uncertain query result generation, but their
intention is to give a quantitative score to each discovered web service, and do not try to increase the chance
of finding matched services for discovery purpose [4].
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: In section two a review of the concepts discussed in
this paper will be presented. In section three we offer our conventions for the specification of the problem
and the solution. Also a typical example is given which clarifies former theories and discussions. Section
four elaborates our proposed method. In section five a conclusion of topics will be offered.

2. Problem definition
To clarify the concepts presented in this paper, a typical example of services in geospatial domain is
discussed. The example is similar to the one from [5] with a minor modification and supposes a querying
party which aims at composing a complex service for computing distance between airports. It has already
discovered a service (GetAirportLocation) that provides the locations of airports and is trying to find
services for computing the distance between these two locations.
There are a number of services that perform this action with the same syntax. But these services differ in
the semantic of their input, output and the type of distance they compute:
• Service 1 returns the 2D Euclidian distance between two points in a plane expressed in Cartesian
coordinates (Fig. 1, (a)).
• Service 2 returns the distance between two vertices in a graph (Fig. 1, (b)). The vertices are assumed
to lie in a plane.
• Service 3 returns the great circle or geodesic distance between two points on a sphere expressed in
geographic coordinates (Fig. 1, (c)).
• Service 4 returns the 3D Euclidian distance between two points in R3. To allow for the third
dimension, this service's input points are 3D points (Fig. 1, (d)).
There are also different discovery scenarios:
• Scenario 1: The GetAirportLocation service returns points in DHDN / Gauss-Krüger, zone 2 (i.e. a
projected coordinate reference system) and the query is looking for a service that computes distances
in the associated projection plane (Fig. 1, (a)).
• Scenario 2a: The GetAirportLocation service returns points in WGS84 (i.e. a geographic coordinate
reference system) and the query is looking for a service that computes distances on the associated
sphere (Fig. 1, (c)).
• Scenario 2b: The GetAirportLocation service returns points in WGS84 and the query is looking for
a service that computes the 3D Euclidian distance between these points (Fig. 1, (d)).
• This set of services and discovery scenarios will be used throughout this paper to illustrate the
theories and discussions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1: Different kinds of distance measures in various kinds of spaces from left to right respectively: Euclidian distance
in the plane, shortest path in a graph, great circle distance and Euclidian distance in R3.

3. Review of The Concepts
An ontology is an explicit formal specification of a shared conceptualization [3]. By using ontologies to
enrich the description of services, their semantics become machine-interpretable, and users are enabled to
pose concise and expressive queries. Furthermore, logical reasoning can be used to discover implicit
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relationships between search terms and service descriptions. Operations of web services can be described by
ontology enrichments. In this setup, inputs and outputs of services and specifications of pre and post
conditions are described using First Order Logic notions [14, 15].
We address the operation description and underlying technologies in two levels: Domain level
definitions build a shared vocabulary of concepts. At the application level, more specific descriptions of a
particular operation are offered.
For registering a service, the publisher party needs to choose an operation from the domain ontology,
which in our example it is the distance operation between two points (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Domain ontology specification

Fig. 3: A typical application ontology specification

Ontology semantics are describing the domain concepts of the operation including input, output, pre and
post conditions. A more detailed explanation of these semantic notions could be seen in [14]. After
specifying these items on the domain ontology, the publisher then uses the application ontology to give a
more specialized ontology for a specific operation. As an example, description of the 2D-Euclidian distance
is shown in Figure Fig. 3.

4. Proposed Method
We use a service discovery methodology based on function subtyping, like the one which is proposed in
[5]. The figure depicts the outline flow of the algorithm. The algorithm has two running steps. It first uses
the semantic signature of the query to filter large number of available services. The second step compares pre
and post conditions of query and filtered services to find matching results. The outline of the algorithm
which we call it Lutz Method is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Start:
UDDI-based
service bank

Step1:
semantic signature
filter

Step 2:
Pre/post conditions
filter

Result:
Fully matching
services

Fig. 4: Running steps of the Lutz discovery algorithm

The problem with this method of service match making is that the output is zero or a number of services
based on the discovery steps. There may be cases where the service is not totally compliant with the
requested query, but it is partially acceptable, based on some of matching factors considered in the algorithm.
The advantage of such method is that the query returns some partially acceptable results which may be useful
for the service discovery procedure, and these partially approved services may turn into totally acceptable
results, if modifications are applied to the query.
We propose a method which brings some uncertainty to the way query results are generated. In our
method, the querying party receives much more information about existing services that may potentially be
relevant to his intended services. It is provided with a status vector for the matching factors. The vector
indicates whether any of the matching factors have been satisfied or not. State vector is shown below in table
Tab. 1.

Tab. 1: State Vector returned by proposed algorithm for each service
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Vector cell

input

output

precondition

postcondition

Boolean value

B1

B2

B3

B4

The Boolean value in each cell of the vector shows that the corresponding factor of the service has been
compliant with the query or not. The returned vector is then used in companion with a corrective ontology so
that the system can modify its query to retrieve intended services. Corrective ontology uses some of the
methods of the domain ontology for describing its corrections rules. The methods used in the corrective
ontology are the ones that inherently perform some kind of spatial transformation. A corrective ontology in
an SDI could be like the one in table Tab. 2.
Tab. 2: Conversion table for replacing items of the application ontology
Existing item
Input/ Output

Preconditions/

Conversion Rule

Replaced item

Geographic_point(p1)

Transform_g2p(p1,p2)

Projected_point(p2)

Projected_point(p1)

Transform_p2g(p1,p2)

Geographic_point(p2)

2d_point(p1)

Make_3d(p1,p2,z)

3d_point(p2)

geograhic_Curve_distance(p1,p2,c)

Convert_g_curv_to_p_eucl(c,e)

2d_Euclidian_distance(p1,p2,e)

postconditions

When any cell in the state vector has the FALSE value, the querying system should look in the
conversion table. The conversion table gives the possibility of replacing some elements by their counterparts
and creating a patched query. The patched query involves calling more service(s) but increases the chance of
finding matching service(s). The algorithm in Fig. 5 shows the running steps for the proposed match making
method.
i) Based on the deterministic method, compute the state vector for each service.
ii) For each service do the following
ii-i) If the state vector contains true value for all cells, return the service as a match.
ii-ii) Otherwise, for input and output cells with value false do the following:
ii-ii-i) Look in the correction table and try to find a rule for replacing content of the
item marked by the corresponding cell.
ii-iii) Do previous step for preconditions and postconditions cells.
ii-iv) If all cells with FALSE value have been replaced with values from the correction table,
return the service as a match otherwise skip the service.
Fig. 5: algorithm of the proposed discovery method

As implied by the algorithm, computational order is the number of rules in the input/output section of the
table, multiplied by the number of rules in the Preconditions/postconditions section. By applying the
replacements according to the conversion table, it is observable that the number of matched services for
different scenarios is increased.
• In scenario 1, if the Lutz algorithm is applied, service 1 will be discovered. If we use the proposed
non-deterministic algorithm, input parameters could be replaced using Transform_p2g rule and
postcondition can be replaced using the Convert_g_curv_to_p_eucl rule. Having applied these
conversion rules, service 3 is also discovered.
• In scenario 2b, none of the services are matched according to the Lutz algorithm, but if the input
parameters are replaced by make_3d rule, then service 4 would be discovered as a match.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
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In this paper we disputed the deterministic nature of service discovery algorithms in SDIs. We then
proposed a framework for returning a non-deterministic response from the discovery system. In the next step
we offered a machine interpretable method for processing these responses. Using an example, we showed
that by applying the proposed method, more services can be discovered and totally the chance of discovering
the intended service(s) is increased. Future research could be concentrated on designing a more robust
conversion table. Besides, studies on reducing the computational cost of the proposed algorithm might be
useful.
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